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Projected Round: 1

HAASON REDDICK
TEMPLE
Height: 6‘2“
40 yd Dash: 4.52

Weight: 237
Arms: 32”
Combine:
3 Cone: 7.01
20 yd Shuttle: 4.37

Pros:
- Heat seeking missile of a human
- Blows by blocks to get to ball carrier
- Huge hands and good arm length
- Agility, acceleration, speed are all plusses
- Great vision and reaction time
- Played all over front seven for Temple
- Secure tackler
- Way stronger than size, good arm length
- Strong zone coverage
- Great balance

Vert: 36.5

Cons:
- Will have to change positions in the NFL
- Projection player who hasn’t done it in college
- Undersized and short
- Shows versatility but not dominance
- Can be blocked by longer blockers
- Should improve angle to ball

Summary: If you are looking for versatility, Temple’s Haason Reddick is your man. The Owl’s defensive
end played nearly every position in the front seven during his time in Philadelphia and is one of the top
linebacker prospects in this year’s draft because of it. Reddick was mayhem behind the line of
scrimmage with 10.5 sacks, 22.5 tackles for loss and 65 tackles. Reddick did it all with a pick, three
forced fumbles and three pass breakups. Reddick showed a skill set similar to a poor man’s Kahlil Mack,
who was a small school prospect who could do just about everything. While Mack was physically more
dominant, Reddick doesn’t have the same physical skills to make himself a top five pick and projects as
true linebacker in the NFL. He played snaps at linebacker at Temple, showing great instincts for the
position, and natural movement in space. Reddick is a heat seeking missile of a defender, who runs
through the tackle and is a consistent tackler. The downside of Reddick is that he isn’t physically
dominant in stature. He does have long arms for his frame, but at 6’1” he doesn’t have prototype size,
length or weight for an inside linebacker. Despite that, Reddick’s game translate to the NFL and he’s
well-schooled in versatility and will never have to come off the field. He’s a first round pick who could
threaten to be the first linebacker off the field.

